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a b s t r a c t
Computer simulations are used to generate two-dimensional dendrites from atoms carrying magnetic
moment being parallel to the external magnetic ﬁeld. The numerical model is based on the model of dif-
fusion-limited aggregation at multiple centers. The magnetic dipole–dipole interaction between diffusing
implanted atoms and growing ferromagnetic dendrites is taken into account. It is shown that magneti-
cally induced anisotropy of grown dendrites follows to elongation of them in external ﬁeld direction.
The process of growth of these dendrites is analyzed by measuring mean relative elongation versus num-
ber of deposited particles within the grid.
 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The formation of clusters or dendrites of new phase as a result of
aggregation of diffusing particles is an initial stage of the variety of
technological processes. Although many mechanisms can be in-
volved in these processes, the theoretical consideration of main fea-
tures of dendrite structure is usually based on simplemodels taking
into account only the effects of thermal diffusion, one of them being
the model of diffusion-limited aggregation (DLA) [1]. Despite a very
simple algorithm, this model allows to trace the details of the den-
drite growth. Different variations of DLAmodel are used depending
on the geometry of the new phase growth. The diffusion limited
deposition (DLD) is a version of DLA for description of the growth
of dendrites on ﬁbers and surfaces [2,3]. In DLD model the particles
diffuse over d-dimensional space, but attach to a (d-1)-dimensional
dendrite. Such a situation takes place at the electrodeposition from
liquid or gaseous phases on solid substrates. Recently [4], the DLA
model was used to simulate the formation of dendrite structure
of ferromagnetic silicide Fe3Si at high dose Fe-ion implantation into
silicon target. In this case, the DLA model with many dendrite
growth centers [5] has been considered. The morphology of den-
drite grown in the presence of neighbors may be quite different
from that obtained for isolated dendrite. Moreover the magnetic
(dipole–dipole) interaction between diffusing implanted atoms
and growing ferromagnetic dendrites should be considered. The
roll of magnetic interactions in the DLD model of dendrite growth
were considered in [6]. The importance of such interactions in
transformation of the shape of the precipitate during Ostwald rip-
ening processes was shown in [7].
In this paper DLA model of dendrite structure formation by high
dose ion implantation (ion beam synthesis (IBS)) is developed. At
relatively low doses of implantation the single-center DLA model
can be used to describe the isolated dendrites observed. At high
doses (IBS conditions) it is necessary to solve the problem of diffu-
sion-limited aggregation at multiple centers (multicenter DLA
problem), taking into account the magnetic interactions in order
to simulate the growth of dendrites. In [4] the ion beam synthesis
of silicides was performed in the presence of external magnetic
ﬁeld Bc
!
, which is also considered in the model developed.
2. Theory Multicenter DLA model at ion beam implantation
Atoms implanted into the solid are localized within a thin layer
near the target surface. Due to radiation damages the diffusion of
implants in plane of the layer is more intense than that out of plain
the layer. This results in the formation of a thin ﬁlm consisting of
clusters of new phase. As a model approximation, the ion implan-
tation can be considered as the addition of particles one at a time
to sites of a two-dimensional squared grid. Then, according to DLA
approach, the particle motion is described as a random walking
over the grid. The actual depth distribution of implants and
three-dimensional diffusion of the particles will be discussed in
our further works. The added particle moves until it contacts the
growing aggregate.
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